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Welcome to 2018!
I hope you are returning from the holiday break feeling refreshed, renewed and rejuvenated; ready to 
help make this a great year.

I like to think that the start of a new year represents fresh beginnings and opportunities for our students, 
our staff and for us as a system. It is so important that we all bring a sense of optimism and hope to 
our work in support of every child in our school communities. Those of us blessed with a career in 
education have an opportunity each and every day to prepare kids for an extraordinary future. Can you 
think of a better reason to jump out of bed in the morning?!

We are all fortunate in being witness to one of the most innovative times in human history. Yes, there are 
big challenges in our world, but challenges bring opportunities. At the end of this month our governing 
board will come together once again to refine the feedback of voices throughout the system and 
articulate our beliefs, vision, and focus for the work ahead, looking at how we see CCRSB contributing 
to the future success of each student.

The challenges and opportunities of tomorrow will certainly require a high level of resilience and 
confident creativity in our children so that they adapt and thrive in an ever-changing world. I certainly 
hope that the time away from our daily routine over the holidays has restored our minds and spirit and 
prepared us for a continuation of this meaningful and critical work.

Every day, the work in our schools, offices and sites moves us that much closer to fulfilling our mission 
of inspiring minds, bringing life to learning and helping each and every learner be the best they can be. 
I feel proud to be able to acknowledge, celebrate and highlight some of the ways that mission is being 
accomplished in this report.

Over the coming months, I look forward to crossing paths and connecting with you, whether in 
classrooms, hallways, meeting places or the cafeteria, let’s continue to put our students first and 
together work towards their success.

With my best wishes for a healthy and productive year.

Gary Adams, Superintendent, 
Chignecto-Central Regional School Board

January 2018

www.ccrsb.caWhat's Up?
 ` February 1-28 African Heritage Month  ` February 19 Heritage Day: Celebrating Mona Louise Parsons

 ` February 14 Committee-of-the-Whole Meeting  ` February 21 Regular Public Board Meeting
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Social Justice Door 
Campaign: 
What’s Your Story?
Earlier this school year, we facilitated our annual Stand 
Up. Speak Out. event. Part of the theme this year was 
the Door Campaign that promoted and encouraged 
the message What’s your Story?, with each door 
representing a pillar of the Social Justice Framework.

It is our hope that grounding our stories in the pillars of 
social justice, we can talk about bullying and being kind 
to each other in a meaningful way. Often, when people 
are being unkind, they attack the social justice parts of 
each other, or they use language that is hurtful to one 
of the communities within a pillar. Why, for instance, 
do some of our students still think it is acceptable to 
call someone ‘retarded’? Or use the ‘n’ word, or call 
someone ‘fag’ or ‘slut’. These are social justice issues, 
and by knowing each other’s stories, we can hopefully 
build empathy and respect. The idea is: what’s behind 
your door, what’s your story?
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Each door represents one of the pillars. Each door 
is painted a different colour and the colours are as 
follows:

• Purple – Race

• Yellow – Gender

• Blue – Abilities

• Red - Sexual Orientation

• Green - Class

Over the next few months, the doors will travel from 
school to school. So then, if a school receives the 
Abilities Door in February for three weeks, it could 
plan events during that time that would talk about the 
stories associated with abilities and so on. Principals 
are planning and using various activities to bring the 
message, through guest speakers or artists, student 
forums, or showing a movie associated with the 
topic. Throughout the three weeks, the schools are 
encouraged to decorate a designated portion of the 
door in artwork, quotations, lyrics, etc. that reflect a 
positive message surrounding the pillar.

Thus far, many schools have started work with their 
doors, and others are awaiting the arrival of the 
doors they requested. It is hoped that by the end 
of May all five doors will have visited schools and 
encouraged conversations around our social justice 
pillars. In early June, the doors will be collected and a 
standing art piece with all five doors will be erected.

In the book, We the People, Lee Francis, a First 
Nations writer states, “Identity was inextricably 
interwoven in the stories they were told. Story was 
and continues to be essential to an individual’s 
identity construction and development.” It is our hope 
that by telling our social justice stories we together 
can move toward a school board where people treat 
each other with kindness and respect. Geneva Gay, 
an educator and author who is known for her work 
in culturally responsive pedagogy, highlights story 
as an important conduit for culture sharing and 
developing empathy in our school communities. 
Let’s work together to share our stories and build 
the understanding that will lead to the type of school 
climates we envision.

@standup_speakout2017

@ChignectoCRSB

@CCRSB_Official

Everyone has a story. What’s yours?
Open Doors. Open Mind.

Let’s build respect and kindness
through our stories.

Follow us, use the hashtag #SUSOccrsb 

Stand Up. Speak Out.
ccrsb.ca
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@standup_speakout2017@ChignectoCRSB @CCRSB_Official

Stand Up. Speak Out.

Follow us, use the hashtag #SUSOccrsb 
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Nova Family News
Students at Winding River Consolidated were delighted 
to receive a free Winding River Consolidated school t-shirt 
in December. Students appreciate their t-shirts very 
much and are proud to wear them. Students received the 
t-shirts as a surprise after a lovely Christmas Dinner was 
enjoyed by all.

On December 14th, Hilden Elementary students grades 
Primary to Six were treated to a Mi’Kmaq presentation 
by acting culturally responsive mentor, Mr. Gord Pictou. 
He engaged the students with a Smudging Ceremony, 
showed them some artifacts, told them a Glooscap 
legend and taught the students some Mi’kmaq games 
using the Mi’Kmaq language.

On Wednesday Dec 13th, the students and staff 
at Shubenacadie Elementary enjoyed a visit and 
presentation on bullying from the former basketball 
Rainman star, Eric Crookshank. Eric is helping to battle 
bullying by raising awareness around it. In 2014, he 
founded a non profit organization called Bench Bullying. 
As part of this movement, he often visits schools where 
he speaks with both students and teachers about the 
effects of bullying and to offer support to those affected.

Chignecto Family News
Spring Street Academy in Amherst has established a 
Peaceful Playground in an effort to create a play space 
that is socially, emotionally and physically appealing 
to students. The project supports one of the school’s 
Student Success Plan strategies that seeks to enhance a 
positive learning environment through the implementation 
of a school wide behaviour model. The changes to the 
playground represent one aspect of a behaviour model 
that is intended to create a safer environment to enhance 
learning, prevent confrontation and promote positive 
social interaction. Students were introduced to the variety 
of activities that make up their Peaceful Playground at an 
assembly in early December.

Jamie McDonald, Canadian Author, Motivationa Speaker 
visited Cumberland North Academy in December to 
share his personal story of triumph dealing with a rare 
spinal condition known as syringomyelia, combined with 
a very weak immune system and epilepsy. Inspired by 
Terry Fox he ran solo across Canada in 2013-14. He then 

SCHOOL

SCHOOL NEWS
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went on to write a book entitled Adventurer: Anyone Can 
be a Hero. He shared this message with the students and 
encouraged them to find the superhero within themselves. 
Following his presentation, he signed copies of his book.

Celtic Family News
Trenton Elementary students celebrated Martin 
Luther King Day with a birthday cake. Students have 
been researching, reading stories and doing art work 
to celebrate this special event. In the Photo the Grade 
Primary students are getting ready to cut the cake.

Cobequid Family News
During the week of December 4th to 9th, some Physical 
Education students at Cobequid Education Centre had 
the opportunity to experience wheelchair basketball. Joel 
Goswell, a long term Phys. Ed substitute at CEC arranged 

for 20 sport wheelchairs to be loaned to the school for 
the week. Joel borrowed the sport wheelchairs from 
Clary Stubbert who is a wheelchair basketball coach from 
Pictou County.

Students learned many fundamental movement skills 
as the chair has a very steep learning curve to move 
effectively through space. Joel introduced a number of 
TGFU (teaching games for understanding) styled games 
to accelerate the learning process.

Joel also coaches a wheelchair basketball program for 
youth based out of Bible Hill Junior High that is resuming 
in the spring and would love to connect with more athletes 
in the area. For more information, please feel free to 
contact Joel Goswell at GoswellJJ@ccrsb.ca

The Student Leadership Team at Chiganois Elementary 
School consists of a dedicated group of 4th and 5th 
graders who work on various projects to promote school 
spirit, with a focus on community service and giving 
back. They initiated a food drive before the holidays in 
support of the Colchester Food Bank Association. To kick 
it off, they organized a Crazy Hair Day and Pajama Day, 
where participating students were asked to bring a non-
perishable item. The result was 332 lbs of food in donations! 
A heartfelt thank you to the incredible Chiganois families, 
whose generosity at such an important time of year was 
so appreciated by all.
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PEACEFUL 
PLAYGROUND
Spring Street Academy (SSA) in Amherst has 
established a Peaceful Playground in an effort to create 
a play space that is socially, emotionally and physically 
appealing to students.

The project supports one of the school’s Student 
Success Plan strategies that seeks to enhance a positive 
learning environment through the implementation of 
a school wide behaviour model. The changes to the 
playground represent one aspect of the behaviour 
model that is intended to create a safer environment to 
enhance learning, prevent confrontation and promote 
positive social interaction.

With a view to ensuring there are activities of interest 
to all children, the vast area that characterizes our 
playground is organized in a way that provides up to 13 
activity options for children during recess and lunch play 
time. Painted markings on the asphalt and established 
sections in the field clearly indicate a variety of play 
zones. These areas, combined with the pre-existing play 
structures and swings, ensure that students are spread 
out across the playground.

Each activity has an established player capacity to 
limit the number of children in any given space and 
reduce the potential for confrontations. A move to three 
lunch periods has also helped to reduce the number of 
students on the playground at any one time. While some 
activities are available every day, others are available on a 
rotating basis. Some activities involve independent play 
(skipping, chalk drawing, snow painting, hula hooping) 
while others are organized to promote interaction 
between students (bowling, soft frisbee, soccer relay, 

snow fort building). Students have also been taught a 
number of interactive games during physical education 
classes to prepare them for play on the playground. All 
activities are non-competitive in nature. As the project 
evolves, so too will the variety of activities that will be 
available.

Adult playground supervisors are on duty in each section 
of the playground during recess and lunch and are 
easily identified by their bright yellow vests. Future plans 
include involving SSA peer mediators and students from 
the local high school to help facilitate the activities.

They also shifted their lunch routine so that students play 
first and eat second rather than the reverse. Research 
points to several benefits of such a routine, including 
improved behaviour on the playground and in the 
cafeteria, students eating more rather than rushing to get 
outside, and students returning to the classroom much 
calmer and ready to learn. The school has experienced 
all of these benefits since making the change.

In the few weeks since their Peaceful Playground has 
been in place there has been a marked decrease in 
office referrals from the playground and there is a 
noticeable increase in positive social interaction on the 
playground. They are optimistic that this will continue to 
improve with future plans to embed a social-emotional 
learning component that will teach children fair play and 
conflict resolution.

Spring Street Academy is very grateful for the financial 
support provided through the provincial Student Support 
Grant funds and a grant awarded by the Sheonoroil 
Foundation that enabled them to purchase a wide array 
of equipment.

Photo: Spring Street Academy students were introduced to the variety 
of activities that make up their Peaceful Playground at an assembly in 
early December.
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Resource Support 
in CCRSB 
Schools
Resource teachers are assigned to all schools, 
providing additional support to students with a 
variety of needs. Traditionally, resource teachers 
(formerly called Program Support Teachers) 
worked with students requiring additional 
practice and instruction in areas such as reading 
and mathematics. Now resource teachers are 
often the lead teacher for the Program Planning 
Process in schools; they might be a key support 
for students with behaviour challenges, and 
they provide direct instruction to students in 
the school who are on Individualized Plans. The 
resource classroom might be used for individual 
or group student work; as a calming location for 
an anxious student to take a ‘break’; as a quiet, 
alternative location for a student to write a test or complete an assignment; or as a location for a student to take a 
sensory break.

In addition, a number of resource teachers are opting to participate in the “Co-teaching” model. In this model, the 
resource teacher goes into the classroom and co-teaches with the classroom teacher. Students can be supported in 
the class rather than being pulled out. It can allow the classroom teacher increased opportunity to work with smaller 
groups of students and/or allow the resource teacher to provide support to identified students in the room. When the 
co-teaching model is used, both teachers have responsibilities to program and evaluate student learning.

Resource teachers roles and responsibilities have had to adapt with the changing needs of our student learners. 
Regardless of the type of model used in the school, resource teachers are working hard to provide much needed 
support to a large variety of students.

Shannon MacPhee, Payroll Manager
Time flies when you’re having fun! That is the sentiment of Shannon MacPhee, 
CCRSB Payroll Manager.

Having 35 years of payroll experience behind her at various levels, Shannon has 
managed our payroll services for the past 15 years. Supervising and managing 
a staff of five, Shannon ensures that our board is aware of, and follows all 
processes and regulations associated with staff payroll (SAP), T4 slips, Record 
of Employments, remuneration statements, and government legislation reporting.

Understanding that over 80% of CCRSB’s total budget is payroll and benefits, 
it is easy to see that Shannon and her staff are busy, hardworking and efficient. 
Shannon noted that her job is challenging as it is time sensitive and deadline driven. 
However, those are exactly the pieces of the job that give her the ‘energy and 
drive’ that she thrives upon. She expressed that her job allows her to continually 
grow, learn and satisfy her quest for knowledge, which is important to her.

Shannon was quick to credit the payroll staff and her co-workers for making her 
job so enjoyable. “It is awesome to work with such dedicated and hard working 
folks. Anyone can get through a busy, tough day when they are surrounded by 
such a great team, and I am”.

connecting
colleagues
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Amherst Regional 
High School Opens 
“The Viking 
Pantry”
Any teacher will tell you that hunger is a powerful and 
persistent barrier to learning in any classroom from 
primary to senior high school. Students in our schools 
are struggling with issues related to food security for a 
wide range of reasons and are coming to school hungry 
day after day. Our schools are working to come up with 
programming and supports for students contending 
with food security issues but the need is great and 
resources can be limited. Breakfast programs, free 
lunches, and even teachers keeping granola bars or 
other forms of sustenance in their desks for students 
have become the norm for many school buildings 
to try to keep up with the level of need our students 
are carrying every day and to take hunger out of the 
equation for learning.

The staff at Amherst Regional High School recognized 
that some students were either disengaging in learning 
or not arriving to school at all as a result of not having 
enough food or other resources such as toiletries 
and school supplies. The idea for the Viking Pantry 
was conceived after some staff members learned of 

a program operated out of a Halifax-area high school 
where students are provided with meal packages to 
help get them through until the following Monday or 
next school day. We decided to take that model a step 
further and created a space which students can access 
at any time while the building is in operation and simply 
choose what they wished to take for their next meal. 
We began by presenting at a SchoolsPlus advisory 
board meeting and secured some eager and strong 
community connections to build up our program and 
draw awareness for the cause.

The mission of The Viking Pantry is to offer a private 
but accessible space whereby any teacher, EA, 
administrator or office staff person could permit entry 
for students to browse donations and take home food 
products which were 1. Portable 2. Easy to prepare 3. 
Favoured by teenage palates. Our goal is to encourage 
students who are leaving our building feeling unsure of 
where their next meal is coming from to stop in and 
find something to eat for the hours when they are not at 
school. There will be no registration, recording of names 
and certainly no judgment. The Pantry is a place where 
dignity and respect are as important as the availability 
of products lining the shelves.

The Pantry also offers an opportunity for students keen 
toward community service as several have already 
begun making offers to help in any way they can. Whether 
they are sorting and shelving donations, spreading 
awareness to their peers through word of mouth and 
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poster making, or bringing 
in a donation themselves, 
there are many opportunities 
for students to build ties to 
the school community and 
diminish the stigma associated 
with hunger.

While this program will not 
eliminate the factors which 
affect food security, the Viking Pantry is another support 
we are very proud to put in place so that our students 
recognize that they are valued and that the school 
community aspires for them to reach their potential. The 
connections we build with our most at-risk students can 
pay dividends when they feel welcomed to school and 
like they belong amongst their peers. This program is 
aimed to build bridges to those students and keep them 
coming back for learning and the other supports we 
have available to help make their lives a little better. We 
hope to grow the program in the coming years, securing 
more community support and buy in from students, 
realizing that there is great potential for students to re-
engage and increase their food security as well.

www.facebook.com/ARHSVikingPantry
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Diversity Team
The Chignecto Central Regional School Board’s 
Diversity Team consist of Nevin Jackson, Coordinator of 
Diversity, Patsy Paul-Martin, Facilitator of First Nations, 
Trevor Boyd and Emily Reilly, Culturally Responsive 
Mentor/Coaches.

The team’s primary roles and responsibilities are 
directly connected to supporting our board in areas 
associated with race relations, cross-cultural 
understanding and human rights. Although a 
broad spectrum, each team member works 
diligently to enhance the various relationships 
that exist within our large and diverse school 
board and the communities that we serve.

Over the past year the team has focused on 
supporting our schools, teachers, and board 
staff in being more culturally responsive. 
Thankfully, CCRSB has already been paying 
attention to these issues for a number of years. 
Previous RCH Coordinators have been very 
dedicated to working throughout our board 

and province in areas such as employment 
equity, race relations and diversity. What is 
significant about where we now find ourselves, 
is that through elevated conversation at 
Senior Management, Governing Board, and 
Provincial levels, there is growing commitment 
to ensuring that this important work provides 
a lens of reflection on all that we do.

With this priority in mind, the team 
has facilitated numerous Professional 
Development sessions in the area of Culturally 
Responsive Teaching and the response from 
teachers has been very positive. Supporting 
the Diversity Lead Team is a newly formed 
seventeen member Culturally Responsive 
Lead Team consisting of teachers, Student 
Services staff, guidance counsellors, and 
supervisors. We are excited by the opportunity 
this presents as the group moves our agenda 
forward and helps us to expand our scope of 
supports throughout our system.

Our board is fortunate to have twenty CCRSB 
staff involved in the final year of the St. F.X. 
Masters Cohort in Culturally Responsive 
Pedagogy. Several cohort members are also 
part of our board’s Culturally Responsive 
Lead Team.

Another exciting focus for our Diversity Team 
over the past year has been our involvement 

in supporting Treaty Education within CCRSB. 
Patsy Paul Martin, Facilitator of First Nations, 
has taken the lead in this area and we were 
very fortunate this past fall in having Gord 

Pictou provide support as well. Gord joined the team 
on a term basis while Trevor Boyd was completing his 
guidance practicum as part of his Master in Counselling 
Degree.

It is our hope that the anchor statement provided by 
CCRSB’s School Climate and Safety Consultant, Glenn 
Thompson will continue to provide us guidance and 
direction as we move towards a more socially just 
system.

“What if all aspects (activities, 
procedures, traditions, and 
policies) of a school board’s 
day to day functioning were 
considered through a lens that 
examined how it affects the 
relationships of the people in the 
system?”

WHAT 
IF

Front row: Claudette Lanteigne,  Administrative Assistant to The French Programs 
Services Department & The Department of Diversity; Patsy Paul-Martin, Facilitator of 
First Nations. Back row: Trevor Boyd, Emily Reilly Culturally Responsive Mentors; Nevin 
Jackson, Coordinator of Diversity.
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Reporting with 
Developmental 
Codes at Elementary
With recent curriculum revisions at elementary grade 
levels across Nova Scotia, there have also been 
some changes as to how teachers report on student 
progress. Report cards at elementary grades now 
use developmental codes, together with written 
comments and letter reporting codes, to support 
communications about student academic and social 
progress. The Developmental Scale includes the codes 
Well Developed (WD), Developing as Expected (DE) and 
Needs Development (ND).

Parents and guardians of students at grades P-6 view 
these codes in relation to several learner behaviours 
that influence academic success – namely student 
social skills and work habits – as part of the elementary 
report card’s Learner Profile.

In the classroom, teachers ensure students have 
opportunities to learn and practice skills identified in the 

Learner Profile throughout the school year – including 
resolving conflict, working collaboratively, following 
classroom routines, accepting responsibility and more. 
When it comes time to formally report on student 
progress, they reflect on the evidence gathered during 
the reporting term in relation to each behaviour.

“Because of the developmental nature of the learner 
profile items, teachers consider a number of factors, like 
student age and the time of year, when determining the 
reporting code to use on the formal report” said Aaron 
Callaghan, CCRSB Assessment Coordinator. “For 
example, expectations for resolving conflict might be 
different in March than they were in November and may 
even be different from one year to the next depending 
on the experiences of the students in the classroom.”

The developmental codes are also now used in several 
other academic subjects – including Music, Physical 
Education and other content subjects including 
Science. Previously, letter grade reporting codes were 
used in all subjects.

The work of reporting in a manner that best reflects 
individual student achievement begins well in advance 
of the end of term. At Elmsdale District School, grade 
4 teacher Melanie Maloney collaborates with colleagues 
to discuss criteria, common scoring rubrics and even 
review student evidence. Often with a cross-curricular 
focus, Maloney regularly gets students writing about 
their thinking in Science and Social Studies where the 
developmental codes are used and ensures there are 
a variety of other hands-on opportunities to gather 
evidence of student learning.

“When using developmental codes for subject 
reporting at the end of the trimester, teachers have to 
consider expectations for success with the curriculum 
and reflect on the depth of student understanding and 
application of skills in relation to those expectations” 
said Callaghan.

Chrome Books
In December, each classroom received 5 Chrome 
Books to add to their inventory, and they were 
not long putting them into use. On December 6, 
students participated in The Hour of Code. The Hour 
of Code is an introduction to computer science. 
Students begin with the basics of computer 
programming and move through levels at their 
own pace to complete a variety of programming 
activities. By sharing tablets within the school, 
every student in a class is able to have his/her own 
tablet. It is impressive to observe students at all 
grade levels problem solve as they complete the 
coding activities.
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Experiential 
Learning for High 
School Students:
Service Learning is “a teaching and learning strategy 
that integrates meaningful community service with 
instruction and reflection to enrich the learning 
experience, teach civic responsibility, and strengthen 
communities”. High school students across our region 
have been slowly changing the world through service 
learning projects in Career Exploration and Options 
and Opportunities programs.

O2 students from Cobequid Educational Centre 
collected 40 pairs of socks and $57 in Tim Horton’s gift 
cards for the Truro Homeless Shelter. 

Students from Pugwash District High built a cafe 
counter for the breakfast program, and the students 
rotate days to offer their help serving and preparing 
food for the program.

In addition to working at the Breakfast Program, 
Pugwash District High O2 students also volunteer 
one afternoon a week at the local food bank to assist 
with inventory and stocking shelves. At Christmas, the 
students helped with boxing products for the patrons 
using this facility. 

Students from Pictou Academy explored Landscape 
Horticulturist trades by designing and constructing a 
garden as a service learning project at their school.

The Grade 11 O2 students at Hants North Rural 
High conducted the annual O2 Christmas Food Drive 
Challenge during the month of December. Each year O2 
students hold this challenge in support of the local food 
bank. Each homeroom class is challenged to collect 
food items and the class with the most items is declared 
Food Drive Champs! HNRH grade 11 O2 students 
were responsible for all the organization of this event 
including: announcements, food collection, recording 
items, boxing the food, and delivery of it. With a great 
effort from the entire school they were able to collect 
1200 food items. Feed NS was very grateful, as always, 
expressing that this food is just what they need to start 
2018.

Students in Springhill Junior/Senior High School 
volunteered in an event called Skate 150 which was 
an event celebrating Canada 150 and the Springhill 
Community Centre. The students skated, decorated 
cookies, served food, and created and distribute bags 
of trail mix. There were an estimated 200 people in 
attendance from the entire community.

Students from Amherst Regional High School built 
Christmas plaques as part of an entrepreneurship 
initiative.
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